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Abstract: Generating high-quality schedules for a rotating workforce is a critical task in
all situations where a certain staffing level must be guaranteed, such as in industrial plants,
hospitals, or airline companies. Results from ergonomics indicate that shift schedules have a
profound impact on the health and satisfaction of employees as well as on their performance
at work. Moreover, shift schedules must satisfy legal requirements and should also meet the
objectives of the employing organization. Shift scheduling comprises several sub-problems
such as the allocation of workers to shifts or the design of the shifts themselves that present
interesting challenges both from practical (our algorithms are sold in a successful commercial
package) as well as theoretical (hardness, approximability) viewpoints. We describe some
of our results in both areas. In particular, we studied in depth the (non-)approximability
of the shift design problem, a network flow variant that has many applications beyond shift
scheduling.
Keywords: shift scheduling, shift assignment problem, shift design problem, approximation
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1 The shift assignment problem
In the shift assignment problem we match em-
ployees with shifts or days-off for a given period
of time under certain constraints.
Rotating workforce scheduling is the assign-
ment of employees to shifts or days-off for a given
period of time. For instance, a four week sched-
ule for four work groups is given in Figure 1. A
work group can consist in one or more employees.
Group A works during the first week on Mon-
day, Tuesday and Wednesday in Day shifts (D),
Thursday it has free, Friday and Saturday in Af-
ternoon shifts (A) and on Sunday in Night shifts
(N). In case of rotating schedules all groups have
the same schedule during the whole cycle, and
thus in the second week group A has the sched-
ule of group $\mathrm{B}$ , group $\mathrm{B}$ the one of group $\mathrm{C}$ and
so on. After 4 weeks (the length of a cycle) each
Figure 1: A possible rotating schedule for 4
groups and 18 shifts per week
group has its initial schedule again.
Generating high-quality schedules for a rotat-
ing workforce is a critical task in all situations
where a certain regular staffing level must be
guaranteed, such as in industrial plants or po-
lice departments. Results from ergonomics [3]
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indicate that rotating workforce schedules have
a profound impact on the health and satisfac-
tion of employees as well as on their performance
at work. Moreover, rotating workforce sched-
ules must satisfy legal requirements and should
also meet the objectives of the employing organi-
zation. Deciding whether a rotating workforce
schedules that meets all constraints does exist
is an $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{P}$-complete problem [10] and thus find-
ing such schedules is itself hard in general. This
is consistent with the prohibitively large search
spaces and conflicting constraints usually encoun-
tered in real-world problems in this area. Nev-
ertheless, experienced professional planners can
construct acceptable schedules for most practical
problems by hand. However, the time they need
can be sometimes very long (one hour to several
days), and, because of the large space of solu-
tions, the human planners can never be sure how
far their solution is from the best one. Therefore,
the aim of automating the generation of schedules
is to make possible the generation of high-quality
schedules in a short time, thereby reducing costs
and finding better solutions for the problems that
appears in practice.
Figure 2: Forbidden sequence of shifts
practice. Recently Laporte [9] assessed rotating
workforce scheduling algorithms proposed in the
literature and wrote that “ $[\ldots]$ these are often
too constraining and not sufficiently flexible for
this type of problem”.
Our main objectives were to develop a flexible
system that shows good computational behavior
and that can find high-quality solutions for most
problems that appear in practice, especially in the
case of tight problems for which it is very hard to
find good solutions. To achieve these objectives
we developed a new framework for solving the
problem of rotating workforce schedules.
1.1 Previous work
Computerized workforce scheduling has been the
subject of interest of researchers for more than 30
years. General definitions of workforce schedul-
ing problems can be found in [5, 12, 8]. Tien and
Kamiyama [14] give a good survey of algorithms
used for workforce scheduling. Different ap-
proaches were used to solve problems ofworkforce
scheduling. Examples for the use of exhaustive
enumeration are [6] and [4]. Glover and McMil-
lan [5] rely on integration of techniques from
management sciences and artificial intelligence to
solve general shift scheduling problems. Balakr-
ishnan and Wong [1] solved a problem of rotating
workforce scheduling by modeling it as a network
flow problem. Smith and Bennett [13] combine
constraint satisfaction and local improvement al-
gorithms to develop schedules for anesthetists.
Schaerf and Meisels [12] proposed general local
search for employee timetabling problems. Crit-
ical features of the workforce scheduling algo-
rithms are their computational behavior and flex-
ibility for a wide range of problems that appear in
1.2 The framework
The framework implemented in First Class
Scheduler (FCS) to solve the problem of effi-
ciently and flexibly generating rotating workforce
schedules consist of the following stages:
1. Definition of hard constraints.
In this step the user defines hard constraints.
These constraints are about forbidden se-
quences of shifts (Figure 2), length of work
and days off blocks and length of blocks of
consecutive shifts (see screen shot in Figure
3).
2. Choosing a set of lengths of work blocks (a
work block is a sequence of consecutive days
of work shifts) (Figure 4).
3. Choosing a particular sequence of work and
days-off blocks among those that have opti-
mal weekend characteristics (Figure 5). For
instance, sequence (7747575) means a
block of 7 work days followed by a block of
rest days of unspecified length subject to the
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Figure 3: Definition of constraints
minimum and maximum lengths for days-off
sequences chosen in step 1, followed again by
a block of 7 work days, etc.
4. Enumerating possible shift sequences for the
chosen work blocks subject to shift change
constraints and bounds on sequences of shifts
(right side of screen shot in Figure 6).
5. Assignment of shift sequences to work blocks
while fulfilling the staffing requirements (left
side of screen shot in Figure 6).
6. Comparison between non-isomorphic rotat-
ing schedules that all satisfy the same re-
quirements as specified in the previous steps.
One or more of them can then be further in-
spected to check their detailed characteris-
tics (see Figure 7 for one of several checks
that can be performed) and further manipu-
lated.
$\cdot$
We give our motivation for using this frame-
work. Our approach is focused on the interac-
tion with the decision maker. Thus, the process
of generating schedules is only half automatic.
When our system generates possible candidate
sets of lengths of work blocks in step 2 the de-
cision maker will select one of the solutions that
best reflects his preferences. This way we satisfy
two goals: on the one hand, an additional soft
constraint concerning the lengths of work blocks
can be taken into account through this interac-
tion, and on the other hand the search space for
step 3 is significantly reduced. Thus we will be
able to solve step 3 much more effectively. In step
3 our main concern is to find a best solution for
weekends off. The user selection in step 2 can
impact features of weekends off versus length of
work blocks since these two constraints are the
ones that in practice most often are in conflict.
The decision maker can decide if he wishes opti-
mal length of work blocks or better features for
weekends off. With step 4 we satisfy two more
goals. First, because of the shift change con-
straints and the bounds on the number of suc-
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Figure 4: Class solutions
Figure 5: Weekends information
cessive shifts in a sequence, each work block has
only few legal shift sequences (terms) and thus
in step 5 backtracking algorithms will find very
fast assignments of terms to the work blocks such
that the requirements are fulfilled (if shift change
constraints with days-off exist, their satisfaction
is checked at this stage). Second, a new soft con-
straint is introduced. Indeed, as we generate a
bunch of shift plans, they will contain different
terms. The user has then the possibility to elimi-
nate some undesired terms, thus eliminating solu-
tions that contain these terms (right side of Fig-
ure 6). Terms can have impact on the fatigue
and sleepiness of employees and as such are very
important when high-quality plans are sought.
We implemented for each of steps 2 to 5 back-
tracking algorithms. Their efficiency stems for
one part from early pruning techniques based
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Figure 6: Selection of shift sequences and rotas
on problem constraints. Additionally, the search
space could tremendously be reduced in each
of the steps as a result of the decomposition
of the constraints in the framework. A much
more detailed description of the algorithms as
well as benchmarks and comparisons with algo-
rithms from the literature can be found in [11].
We implemented our optimization ffamework
in a software package called First Class Scheduler
(FCS) which is part of a general shift scheduling
package Shift-Plan-Assistant (SPA) of XIMES1
Corp. Generation of rotating workforce sched-
ules for most real cases can be done in a reason-
ably short time. FCS shows much better compu-
tational behavior for most previously published
$\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\dot{\mathrm{k}}\mathrm{s}$ compared to earlier developed algo-
rithms. Another advantage of FCS is the possibil-
ity to generate high-quality schedules through the
interaction with the human decision-maker. Be-
sides that the generated schedules fulfill all hard
1http: $//\mathrm{w}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{w}$ .ximes. $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}/$
constraints, our framework also allows to incorpo-
rate preferences of the human decision maker re-
garding soft constraints that are otherwise more
diffi.cult to ass.ess and to model. For instance,
one may prefer longer blocks but better distri-
bution of weekends to shorter work blocks but
worse distribution of weekends. Moreover, this
interaction facilitates a better understanding of
how requirements shape the solution space. The
system thereby helps to relax requirements when
the solution space is very tight. For some well-
known scheduling problems with only a few good
solutions (e.g. metropolitan and continental rota
[4] $)$ the FCS finds exactly these solutions. With
FCS it is easy to model the most important con-
straints required in the central European context.
The package has been very well received interna-
tionally, and German, English, Finnish and soon
Dutch versions of it are in daily use throughout
Europe.
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Figure 7: Full view of selected schedule, with ergonomics rota resumee
2 The shift design problem
In the shift design problem we are given a col-
lection of shift templates and workforce require-
ments for a certain cycle time (usually one week).
We look for an optimal selection of the shift tem-
plates together with an optimal assignment of
workers to these shifts such that the overall devi-
ation from the requirements is small, with a num-
ber of additional constraints:
$\bullet$ The shift templates are potential shifts under
legal, ergonomic, and operating constraints.
$\bullet$ Over- and underhead can be differently
weighted.. The number of selected shifts should be
small.. Workers should come to work 4-5 times per
week on average.
$\bullet$ Some other constraints varying from case to
case, e.g. there should be little variation in
the selection of shifts between weekdays.
Example: Shift templates $=\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}1$ possible shifts
(typical temporal resolution: 15 minutes).
Example: Workforce requirements: How many
persons should ideally be present at
$\mathrm{e}.$ach. $\cdot$time ofthe week.
Characteristics of the solution of Table 3:
. Number of shifts used: 5 (out of the 384)
$\bullet$ Underhead: each day from $10\mathrm{h}$-llh 2 work-
ers-
$\bullet$ Overhead: Wednesday $9\mathrm{h}-10\mathrm{h}2$ workers
$\bullet$ Average number of times workers have to
commute per week: 4 (assuming 21 workers
will work for $40\mathrm{h}/\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{k}$)
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Table 1: Typical set of shift templates. With a resolution of 15 minutes, this example corresponds to
384 possible shift templates.
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Table 2: Sample workforce requirement table for one week.
Another solution, found with a very fast $\min$
cost $\max$ flow algorithm: 2 worker-hours less,
but the solutuion features a total of 18 shifts to
achieve this better fitting of the requirements.
It is possible to model the shift design prob-
lem as a network flow problem, namely as the
cyclic multi-commodity capacitated fixed-charge
$\mathrm{m}\dot{\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{n}$ cost $\max$ flow problem (following ideas from
[2] $)$ . Basic idea:
$\bullet$ A matrix $A$ with consecutive ones property
(in the columns, corresponding to shift tem-
plates).. A vector $b$ of positive integers (corresponds
to workforce requirements).
E.g., $A=[_{0}^{1}0001$ $000111$ $001111$ $000111$ $001111$ $011111$ $000111$ $001111]$ ,
$b=(2,3,5,4,2,1)$
$\bullet$ We look for a (positive) vector $x$ such that
1. $|Ax-b|_{1}$ is minimum ( $=\mathrm{m}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{m}$over-
$/\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d})$ .
2. Among all $x$ minimizing $|Ax-b|_{1}$ , the
one that has a minimum number of
non zero entries ( $=$ minimum number
of shifts).
$\bullet$ We can also accommodate the other con-
straints and objectives, as we will hint at
later.





As $T$ is regular the two sets of feasible $x$ vectors
for $Ax=b$ and for $TAx=Tb$ are equal. However,
$TA$ can (almost) be interpreted as a flow matrix,
$Tb$ specifying the finite capacities on source (s)




Table 3: A typical solution for the problem from Table 2
Figure 8: Flow graph corresponding to the sam-
ple shift problem.
$-1-1-1$
$TA=[000001$ $000001$ $000001$ $-100001$ $-100001$ $-100001$ $-100001$ $-100001]$ ,
$Tb=-2(-1, -2,1,2,1,1)$
$x^{T}=(01110011)$
Thus, shifts 2, 3, 4, 7, and 8 each are assigned
one worker to perfectly satisfy this shift design
problem.
$\bullet$ To minimize possible over- and underhead,
we introduce slack variables (edges of infinite
capacity and cost according to the relative
weights of over- versus underhead).
This part ( $\min\Sigma$ cost $\cross$ flow) can be solved
by any $\min$ cost $\max$ flow algorithm (in poly-
nomial time).
$\bullet$ To minimize the average number of times
workers have to come in, assign uniform costs
to all edges corresponding to shifts. Again
solved through $\min$ cost $\max$ flow algorithm.
$\bullet$ To minimize number of selected shifts assign
fixed charges to shift-edges. Closely related
to the $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{P}$-complete Minimum Edge Cost
Flow problem (MECF $=[\mathrm{N}\mathrm{D}32]$ in Garey&
Johnson). Remember also the second solu-
tion of the sample problem used many more
shifts than the first one.
2.1 Theoretical results
Theorem 1 ([7]): There is a constant $c<1$ such
that approximating the shift design problem with
polynomial bounds on numbers appearing in the
requirements within $c\ln n$ is NP-hard.
The proof is based on a reduction from Set-
Cover.
Theorem 2 ([7]): The shift design problem ad-
mits a $\mathrm{O}(\sqrt{n\log M})$ ratio approximation algo-
rithm (where $M$ is the largest number in t,h.$\mathrm{e}$ re-
quirements).
This means that we find a vector minimizing
the overhead with $O(.\sqrt{n\log M})$ . opt non-zero
entries where opt is the minimum possible number
of non-zero entries in a maximum flow.
The proofs of both results can be found in [7].
Similar results exist for the Minimum $\dot{\mathrm{E}}$dge
Cost Flow problem and variants thereof (see [7]).
This problem is one of the more fundamental
flow variants with many applications. A sample
of these applications include optimization of syn-
chronous networks, source-location, transporta-
tion, scheduling (for example, trucks or man-
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Figure 9: Operating Hours Assistant prototype screenshot (German language).
power), routing, and designing networks (for ex-
ample, communication networks with fixed cost
per link used, e.g., leased communication lines),
see [7] for references.
2.2 Practical algorithm.$\mathrm{S}$
The Operating Hours Assistant is work in
progress. So far we implemented a $\min$ cost $\max$
flow algorithm to get reference values for all $\mathrm{c}\dot{\mathrm{o}}$n-
straints besides the minimization of the number
of shifts. Additionally, a Tabu search heuristic
has been implemented that is working adequately
for most problems, though there should be still
room for $\mathrm{i}..\mathrm{m}$provement.
A screenshot of a preliminary German language
version is given in Figure 9.
It is planned to compare our Tabu search
heuristics with other heuristic methods (bundle-
based relaxation methods, genetic algorithms,
branch-and-bound methods, Lagrangian relax-
ation techniques, simulated-annealing heuristics,
.. .).
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